A compactification for any given convergence space is constructed. The compactification has the unique continuous extension property subject to reasonable assumptions on the range space. Properties of the compactification are studied.
Preliminaries.
Let X be any given convergence space and denote by i the ultrafilter on X containing the set {x}. A convergence space X is said to be To if either x fails to converge to y or y fails to converge to x for each distinct x and y in X. The space is called Ti whenever x fails to converge to y for each different x and y in X and T2 whenever each filter on X converges to at most one point in X. A T2 convergence space X with the property that clx7 -* x (cl\x7 -> x) in X whenever 7 -► x in X is said to be T3 (T-regular), where AX denotes the finest topological space coarser than X.
Consider a convergence space X. A filter on X is said to be closed if it has a base of closed subsets. A closed filter 7 on X is called prime closed if either A G 7 or B G 7 whenever A and B are closed subsets of X and AuB G 7. Let X' denote the set of all nonconvergent prime closed filters on X and let A* = Au{7 G X' \ A G 7}, where A is any subset of A". Note that (An5)* = A* Í15* and A* UD* Ç (AUB)* for any subsets A and B of X; A* U B* = (A U JB)* whenever A and B are closed subsets of X. Denote by 7* the filter on X* generated by {F* | F G 7}, where 7 is any filter on X.
Let X be any given convergence space. Define the following convergence structure on X": U -► x iff U > 7* (i.e. 7* Q M) for some 7 -> X in X; M 4» J, J G X', iff iZ > 7*. Let fa. X -t X* denote the map <p(x) -x for each x G X. A pair (Y, a)
is called a compactification of X provided y is a compact convergence space and a: X -> Y is a dense embedding. A T3 convergence space is said to be completely regular whenever it has the same ultrafilter convergence as a Tychonoff topological space. It is shown in [1] that a convergence space has a T3 compactification iff it is a completely regular convergence space. The reader interested in further details is referred to [2] for a summary of results on compactifications of convergence spaces.
Compactification.
Let us first give a characterization of prime closed filters in terms of ultrafilters. The term "ultrafilter" is abbreviated by "u.f.". LEMMA l. Let 7 denote a closed filter on the convergence space X. Then 7 is prime closed iff 7 = clxx9 for some u-f-9 on X. ultraclosed filters.
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American Mathematical Society 0002-9939/84 $1.00 + $.25 per page PROOF. Assume that J is a prime closed filter on X and let C -{M \ 7 = cl\xM, M is a filter on X}. Then C is a partially ordered set such that each chain in C has an upper bound in C. Hence by Zorn's Lemma there exists a maximal element Q in C. Let us show that Q is a u.f. on X. Suppose that both A and Ac do not belong to Q. Then there exist two filters on X containing {Af)G \ G G 9} and {Ac(~)G \ G G 9}, respectively, and each is strictly finer than Q. By the maximality of 9, clAx(A fl U) tfz 7 and c1ax(Ac fl V) <£ 7 for some U,V G Q. However, clxx(U n v) = dxx(A nunv)u clAX(Ac n U n V) g 7 and thus either clAx(A D U n V) G 7 or clAx(Ac n U D V) G 7 since 7 is prime closed. This is contrary to the fact that clAx(Anf7) and cl\x(AcnV) fail to belong to 7. Hence Q is a u.f. on X. Conversely, suppose that 7 = c\\x9i 9 a u-f-on X. If A U B G 7, A and B closed subsets of X, then A U B G 9-Hence either A G 9 or B G 9 and thus either A .G 7 or B G 7. Therefore J is a prime closed filter on X. □ Given any convergence space X, the pair (X*,fa) is shown to be a compactification of X with a universal property. Since more than one convergence space is used, (X*,(j>) is denoted by (X*,cj>x). If 9 fails to converge in Y, then g(9) = K¡ where K is the filter on Y generated by {B ç Y I B is closed and f~l(B) G Q}. Since Q G F*, and thus F G 9, then it follows that A G K. Hence g(9) = K G A* and thus g(F*) ÇA*. If 7 is a filter on X such that f7 -> y in Y, then the preceding remarks show that g(7*) > (cIxy f7)* TT* y in Y*. If /7 fails to converge in Y, 7 G X', then it follows from the preceding remarks that g(7* ) >U* -* M in Y*, where U is defined above. Hence g is a continuous map such that the diagram is commutative.
Let us show that g is the unique continuous extension making the diagram commutative whenever Y* is T2. The only part needing justification is the case whenever J S X' and f7 fails to converge in Y. Let "H be as defined above. Since 4>x(7) -♦ J in X*, then a continuous extension g of / making the diagram commutative must necessarily satisfy g(<f>x7) -<f>yf7 -► g (7) in Y*. However /J > V. and thus g(fax7) = 4>Yf7 > 4>YX > H* -» U in F*. Since Y* is T2, then ¡7) 7) = # and thus the desired extension is unique. □ 3. Properties of X*. Conditions are given on X which ensure certain separation axioms on X*. The section is concluded with a remark relating X* to the Wallman compactification of AX whenever the latter is a T\ space. The proof of the following straightforward result is omitted.
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a convergence space. Then X* is T0 iff X is T0.
A maximal closed filter, in the set-theoretic sense, on a convergence space is said to be ultraclosed. It follows from Lemma 1 that an ultraclosed filter is prime closed. However, the converse is false and this leads us to make the following definition. A convergence space is called a U-space if each nonconvergent prime closed filter is ultraclosed. Note that if X is an infinite set with the cofinite topology, then X is not a {/-space. PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that X is a convergence space. Then X* is Tx (T2,TS) iff X is aTi (T2, completely regular) U-space.
PROOF. Assume that X* is a T¿ space, i = 1,2,3.
Since this property is hereditary, then X is also a T¿ space, i -1,2,3. Moreover, if X* is T3, then (X*,(j>) is a T3 compactification of X and thus by [1, Theorem 1] X must be a completely regular convergence space. Suppose that X* is a Ti space and 7 G X'. Let 9 be an ultraclosed filter on X which contains 7. Then by Lemma 1, 9 G X' and moreover Q -> 7 in X*. Since X* is Ti, then Q = 7 and hence X is a {/-space.
Conversely, suppose that X is a Tx [/-space. If fa[x) -> fay) in X*, then fax) > 7* for some 7 -> y in X. It follows that x > 7 and thus i -»y; hence x -y. Next, assume that fax) -► 7 in X*, 7 G X'. Then fax) > 7* and thus x > 7. Since X is a Ti {/-space, then x = 7, contrary to 7 G X'. Suppose that 7 -♦ fa[x) in X*; then 7 > 9* f°r some Q -> x in X. Hence 7 > 9 and *nus 7 -> x in X, contrary to 7 G X'. Finally, if 7 -» Q in X*, 7 and Q in X', then 7 > 9* and hence 7 > 9.
Since X is a {/-space, then 7 -9 and it follows that X* is T\.
A similar argument shows that X* is T2 whenever X is a T2 {/-space. Finally, assume that X is a completely regular {/-space. Since a completely regular convergence space is T-regular, then if either 7 -► x in X or 7 G X' we may, without loss of generality, assume that J is a closed filter on X. Furthermore, note that if A is a closed subset of X, then A* is also a closed subset of X*. Hence 7* is a closed filter on X* and thus X* is T3. D Suppose that X is a Ti {/-space. Then AX is a T\ topological space and hence by Proposition 3, X* and the Wallman compactification of AX, denoted by l^(AX), have the same underlying set. It is straightforward to verify that if 7* -► s in X*, then 7* -> s in W(XX). It follows that AX* is finer than W(\X) in this case.
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